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Abstract: Dattabase files in SQL Server can
c be set to grow
automatically when they neeed more space. However, if noot set
up and maintaained properly,, databases cann sometimes exxpand
too much in a short time. Rappid database grrowth can eventtually
end with diskk being full andd thus cause seerious problem
ms. In
ws too
most cases, it is the databasee transaction logg file that grow
big. This papeer explains what can cause a raapid transactioon log
growth, how to shrink it when
w
it has alrready expandedd too
much, and moore important, how
h to prevent it from growing too
large.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
L Server databaase consists of at least one datta file
Every SQL
and one transsaction log. Whhile data file contains
c
actual data,
transaction logg contains channges that need to be propagatted to
data files. Dattabase engine fully
fu relies on trransaction log when
w
committing orr rolling back transactions.
t
It is also essentiaal for
ensuring data consistency durring the databasse recovery proocess.
Data files grow as the reesult of insertinng new data intto the
n enlarge dataa file.
database. Upddating or deletinng data does not
However, thatt is not the casee with transactiion log. Since every
e
data change has
h to be recorded in transacttion log, it cann also
grow while uppdating or deletiing data.
When creating a new daatabase we cann specify the initial
i
size of its connstituent files annd thus reserve a certain amouunt of
free disk spacce for the databbase usage. Aft
fter the databasee has
been working for some time,, the newly addded data can occcupy
all the free sppace. If transacction log becom
mes full, no fuurther
data changes are
a possible beccause every chaange requires a new
entry and connsequently addditional amounnt of free spacce in
transaction loog. In such a situation, trannsaction log haas to
expand in ordeer for the database to continue working.
Enlarging database files can be done manually
m
by dataabase
administratorss or automaticallly by databasee engine. By deefault,
SQL Server database
d
files grow
g
automaticaally (data files by 1
MB and transaaction log by teen percent of thheir size) as soon as
they become full.
f
If proper care
c
is not takenn, database filees can
grow too largge and, in the worst
w
scenario,, use all of thee free
disk space. If there are reallyy a huge quantitty of data that needs
n
t do with dataa files
to be kept in a database, therre is not much to
besides from getting a big enough
e
disk. However,
H
transaaction
log can still be kept on a reasonable sizze. This is beccause
m the
database engiine does not need all the records from
transaction logg all the time. After they aree not needed foor the
case of databaase recovery anny more, the spaace they occupyy can
be reused.
Under deffault settings, reeusing of unneeeded transaction log
space does not
n occur autoomatically andd it requires some
database maaintenance tassks to be done. Somettimes
organizations or firms lack database admiinistrators (Muullins,
o
technical stuff, like appliication developers
2002) so that other

o disk
Fig. 1. Propagatingg data changes ffrom memory to
or sy
ystem administrrators, set up daatabases. Howeever, since theyy
are not
n so well trainned in working with databases, they may not
applly proper databbase administraation techniques, which couldd
geneerally be bad for the overalll database perrformance andd
availability. Shrinkking transactioon log file and
d preventing itt
from
m growing too big is one off the database administrationn
issuees that requirees good undersstanding and proper
p
databasee
main
ntenance.

2. UNDERSTAN
U
NDING TRAN
NSACTION LOG
SQL
S
Server trransaction log is a write-aheead log, whichh
meaans that every daata change musst be written to transaction logg
befo
ore it is recordeed to data file. By using a write-ahead
w
log,,
SQL
L Server mainttains the ACID
D properties for a transactionn
(Miccrosoft, 2009).. In order to save a data change to thee
dataabase, SQL Servver firstly has tto make that ch
hange in bufferr
cach
he in main meemory and onnly after that, the change iss
prop
pagated to diskk. The change is not automatically saved too
the data
d
file, but raather to the trannsaction log. This
T
means thatt
the existence
e
of datta pages in mainn memory that do not hold thee
samee state as theirr correspondinng data pages in
i data files iss
posssible. Such paages are called dirty pages. SQL Serverr
perio
odically triggeers a processs called checckpoint. Whenn
checckpoint occurs, all dirty pages are written from buffer cachee
to daata files. This process
p
of updatting the contentts of data pagess
on disk
d
is called flushing.
f
Figurre 1 illustrates the process off
prop
pagating data chhanges from meemory to disk.
Records
R
are wrritten to transacction log file seequentially, onee
afterr another. Figurre 2 shows how
w a transaction log could lookk
like at the momentt of database faailure. Transacttion Tran 1 hadd
been
n committed beefore the last chheckpoint occurrred so all of itss
chan
nges were flushhed to disk duuring that checkpoint. Tran 2
was committed onlly after the lasst checkpoint so
o data affectedd
by Tran
T
2 are stilll inconsistent in data file. To
T recover thee
dataabase and to puut it back in a consistent statte, SQL Serverr
need
ds log records from Tran 2, w
whereas record
ds belonging too
Tran
n 1 are not needed any more. Unnecessary records writtenn
befo
ore Tran 2 are coloured gray.
SQL
S
Server can put a speccial mark on transaction
t
logg
reco
ords that are noot needed any more in proceess of databasee
reco
overy so that laater it can overw
write them witth new records..
Marrking unnecessaary log records iis known as log
g truncation.

Begin
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Update Begin Check Commit Updat Check Update Commit
e Tran point Tran 2 Tran 2
Tran 1 Tran 2 point Tran 1
2

Fig. 2. Transaction log records before database failed

Transaction log is normally truncated during the process of
taking a transaction log backup copy.

3. SQL SERVER RECOVERY MODELS
SQL Server can operate in three different modes, called
recovery models: simple, bulk logged and full. The main
difference between these three models is the level of details that
are written to transaction log. Consequently, the level of
database recoverability differs among them. In full recovery
model, every change is recorded to the transaction log with the
most details. This enables database to be recovered to any
desired point in past. In bulk logged recovery model, bulk loads
and some other operations are not recorded with many details.
This gives the possibility of point-in-time recovery unless these
minimally logged operations occur. Finally, databases working
in simple recovery model record database changes with
minimal possible details which still ensure database
recoverability in case of its failure. Under the simple recovery
model database can be recovered only to a point when last full
or differential backup was taken.
If we accept default settings when setting up a new
database, it operates in full recovery model and database files
are set to grow automatically. It is crucial to note that the only
way to truncate transaction log under this recovery model is to
make a transaction log backup copy. If a log backup hasn’t
been done, transaction log will never be truncated and it will
always expand when it becomes full. In bulk-logged recovery
model, backing up transaction log is also the only way to
truncate transaction log, but it is little less likely that transaction
log will grow so fast because some operations that produce high
number of log records in full recovery model are not logged
here. Under the simple recovery model, SQL Server database
engine truncates transaction log automatically when checkpoint
occurs. Making transaction log backup copies is not possible
under this recovery model.

4. SHRINKING TRANSACTION LOG
It is very important to realize that truncating transaction log
does not reduce its size. It only marks records that can be
reused. Reducing transaction log size is done by log shrinking.
When SQL Server shrinks the transaction log file, it in fact
releases truncated parts of the log to the operating system and
thus transaction log becomes smaller. We cannot shrink
transaction log if it has never been truncated before.
When database operates in full recovery model, it means
that we cannot shrink transaction log if we have never made its
log backup. Let’s suppose that we have a database DB1 and we
have to shrink its log DB1_log, which has never been backed
up. We could execute the following T-SQL statements:
Use master; Backup log DB1 to disk = ‘< backup path >’;
Use DB1; DBCC SHRINKFILE (DB1_log, 0);
If transaction log occupies all the free disk space and database
becomes unavailable, we probably do not have time to wait for
the log backup to complete, but we rather just want to truncate
and shrink the log as soon as possible. In earlier versions of
SQL Server, it was possible to execute the following statement:
Backup log DB1 with no_log;
With no_log option directs SQL Server to perform just log
truncation. In SQL Server 2008, this option is no longer
supported, but the same effect can be achieved by changing
database recovery model from full to simple. This action is

potentially dangerous because it deletes log records that are not
saved in any backup copy so it can become impossible to
recover database to any point in time after these log records
were created (Spenik & Sledge, 2003). Therefore, in such a
situation, it is strongly recommended to make a full backup
copy immediately after transaction log is shrunk and database
becomes available again.

5. PREVENTING TRANSACTION LOG FROM
GROWING TOO LARGE
Long lasting or uncommitted transactions are the main
cause of rapid file growth because they do not allow database
engine to truncate transaction log (Microsoft, 2008). If database
is in full recovery model, which is under default settings, it is
necessary to set up a backup strategy that includes making
transaction log backup copies (Microsoft, 2005). This is the
only way to truncate transaction log and force it to reuse its
space. Backing up transaction log will not completely stop
automatic transaction log growth by itself, but it is still the
necessary measure that must be taken.
If we switch our database to simple recovery model, then
we do not have to take care of backing up transaction logs
because checkpoints truncate transaction log automatically and
thus keep it from growing too much. However, we have to be
aware that we lose point-in-time recoverability by working in
simple recovery model. If point-in-time recoverability is not
needed, it is highly recommended to switch the database to
simple recovery model. Otherwise, appropriate backup strategy,
which includes transaction log backups, has to be set up for the
database.

6. CONCLUSION
Under default settings, SQL Server databases operate in
full recovery model, which offers point-in-time recoverability
but also requires proper database maintenance in order to
prevent transaction log file from growing too large. The most
important is to set up a backup strategy that includes taking
regular transaction log backups. This is the only way
transaction log can be truncated, which in turn enables it to
reuse its space. If point-in-time recoverability is not necessary,
it is recommended to switch the database to simple recovery
model where database engine itself automatically truncates
transaction log at every checkpoint. However, these steps
cannot completely solve the problem with transaction log
growth because things like long lasting transactions can disable
log truncation. Therefore, database has to be appropriately
monitored. It is advisable to set up notifications to alert
database administrators when transaction log size expands over
predefined value.
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